Harvard Undergraduate Architecture Studies 2022/23

For students of Harvard College, Architecture Studies is a track within the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, History of Art and Architecture concentration, jointly administered by the History of Art and Architecture and the Graduate School of Design. Linking the GSD and Harvard College, the track represents not only a first chance for undergraduates to tap into the GSD's offerings, but also the enrichment that architecture and design thinking can offer to liberal-arts studies.

The following listing serves as a guide for design course offerings offered at the Graduate School of Design in the upcoming academic year that may be used to fulfill Distributional Requirements in Area of Emphasis and whose content and assignments are well-suited to Harvard College students. For more general track information, please contact:

Marcus Mayo, History of Art + Architecture - marcus_mayo@fas.harvard.edu or Megan Panzano, Harvard GSD - mpanzano@gsd.harvard.edu

Please read carefully any course description linked below on the GSD website for fall 2022. If you have specific questions about the course or its expectations, please contact the course instructor listed for a particular course.

A note about grade evaluations: The GSD's courses are evaluated on a pass/fail scale by default. If you are hoping to use a GSD course as credit toward your concentration, you will require a letter grade as your evaluation. In order to obtain this, you must seek the written approval, via email, from the instructor at the start of the term. Once approved, the student should forward to GSD Registrar, Sean Conlon: sconlon@gsd.harvard.edu.

Harvard Architecture Studies Undergraduate Design Courses
(https://architecturestudies-undergrad.harvard.edu/)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Instructor(s)</th>
<th>Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HAA 92R</td>
<td>Design Speculations</td>
<td>Megan Panzano, with Hanneke van Deursen</td>
<td>fall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAA 96A</td>
<td>Transformations Studio</td>
<td>Ian Miley, with Elsa Maki</td>
<td>spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAA 96B</td>
<td>Connections Studio</td>
<td>Ian Miley, with Daniel Haidermota</td>
<td>spring</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recommended GSD Courses for Harvard Arch Studies Undergraduates - fall 2022

GSD HIS 4105  Studies of the Built North American Environment: since 1580, John R. Stilgoe (fall) Lec
GSD HIS 4141  Histories of Landscape Architecture I: Textuality and the Practice of Landscape Architecture, Ed Eigen (fall) Lec
GSD HIS 4223  Buildings, Texts and Contexts I: Architecture’s Multiple Modernisms, Hays + Leon Crespo (fall) Lec
GSD HIS 4358  Authority and Invention: Medieval Art and Architecture, Christine Smith (fall) Lec
GSD HIS 4362  Structuring Urban Experience: From the Athenian Acropolis to the Boston Common, Christine Smith (fall) Lec
GSD HIS 4384  Building and Urban Conservation and Renewal - Assessment, Analysis, Design, David Fixler (fall) Lec
GSD HIS 4387  Topology and Imagination: Between Chinese Landscapes and Architecture, Stanislaus Fung (fall) Lec
GSD HIS 4399  Architecture and Construction: From the Vitruvian Tradition to the Digital, Antoine Picon (fall) Lec
GSD HIS 4488  Making the American City: Form and Society, Alexander von Hoffman (fall) Lec
GSD VIS 2121 Architectural Representation I, Elle Gerdeman (fall)* Lec

*this is a ½ term module course; for full credit it would have to be combined with GSD VIS 2122 that follows in the fall semester
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GSD VIS 2127  **Representation for Planners** Dana McKinney (fall) Lec
GSD VIS 2128  **Spatial Analysis** Carole Voulgaris (fall) Lec

GSD SES 5204  **Real Estate Finance and Development** Rick Peiser + David Hamilton (fall) Lec
GSD SES 5206  **Land Use and Environmental Law** Jerold Kayden (fall) Lec
GSD SES 5326  **Housing and Urbanization in the United States** Jennifer Molinsky + James Stockard (fall) Lec
GSD SES 5347  **Urbanization and Development** Diane Davis (fall) Lec
GSD SES 5375  **Contemporary Developing Countries: Entrepreneurial Solutions to Intractable Problems** (at FAS) Tarun Khanna and Satchit Balsari (fall) Lec

GSD SCI 6123  **Construction Systems** Yasmin Vobis (fall) Lec
GSD SCI 6141  **Ecologies, Techniques, Technologies I** Matthew Cunningham (fall) Lec
GSD SCI 6244  **Climate by Design** David Moreno Mateos, Kira Clingen, and Amy Whitesides (fall) Lec

GSD DES 3241  **Theories of Landscape as Urbanism** Charles Waldheim (fall) Lec
GSD DES 3348  **The Idea of Environment** Abby Spinak (fall) Lec

Other offerings in FAS:

**Fall:**
HAA 12M - Monuments of Islamic Architecture
HAA 134 - Art and Culture of Armenia
HAA 144M - Hagia Sophia
HAA 170G - Harvard Square
HAA 193X - African Architecture
HAA 283K - Syncretic Art in Early China
HAA 98AR - Junior Tutorial: Architectural Methods

**Spring:**
HAA 1083 - Permanent Impermanence: Why Buddhists Build Monuments
HAA 11 - Landmarks of World Architecture
HAA 14K - The Roman World in Transition
HAA 18J - Introduc on to Japanese Architecture
HAA 42P - Architecture through the Ages: Notre-Dame-de-Paris
HAA 172P - Artisanal Modernism and the Labor of Women
HAA 174K - Architecture in the Archive
GERMAN 1XX - Memory and Monument in Vienna
HAA 222N - Transregional Connec ons of Early Ottoman Architecture (14th-15th Centuries)
HAA 96A - Architecture Studio 1: Transformations
HAA 96B - Architecture Studies 2: Connections